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Demounting Tool Guide
One of the unique advantages of Hep2O is that it can be easily 
demounted and adjusted by the installer, but once fitted 
the joint is safe and secure and cannot be tampered with or 
accidentally demounted. To deal with all situations we have  
three demounting options;

HepKey™
The standard HepKey™ is the easiest and quickest way to demount 
a fitting. HepKey™ simply clips around the pipe and depresses the 
inner sleeve of the fitting. This opens the 316 stainless steel grab 
ring and releases the pipe.

HepKey™ Plus
HepKey™ Plus enables the installer to remove the fitting with one 
hand for example when working in a confined space such as under 
floor boards. It works by clipping onto the fitting and holding the 
grab ring open allowing the pipe to be pulled out whilst leaving 
one hand free. HepKey and HepKey plus are available in 10mm, 
15mm, 22mm and 28mm versions and are colour coded to match 
the packaging so are always easy to locate.

HepTool
This specialist metal demounting tool can help in restricted  
spaces, for example where a fitting is hard up against a wall or 
another fitting. The slimline spanner can get into awkward areas 
and allows greater flexibility. The HepTool can also be used to 
demount some of the reducer fittings in the range (see website  
for details). HepTools are available in 2 formats – 15mm/22mm  
and 10mm/28mm. 

Comparison
HepKey™ HepKey™ Plus HepTool

Easy and  
quick to use  
in most  
circumstances

3 3

One handed  
demounting – 
e.g. restricted  
access

3

Demounting  
fittings sited 
in tight  
spaces

3

Product  
code

10mm - HX78/10
15mm - HX78/15
22mm - HX78/22
28mm - HX78/28

10mm - HX79/10
15mm - HX79/15
22mm - HX79/22
28mm - HX79/28

10/28mm - HX77/10
15/22mm - HX77/15

HepKey™ and HepKey Plus™ can be purchased from your Hep2O 
stockist and HepTools can be requested by emailing info@hep2o.co.uk

Professional Push-fit Plumbing.
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